ABSORBING

Echo-Stick Soundtrap Panels – Professional grade acoustic sound absorbing panels
Key Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Helps provide a clearer sound for your mix
Dynamic look
Handmade and tested
Can be used in corners
Available in 25 colours.

Description
Echo-Stik sound trap panels for walls are a range of sound absorbing panels covered with an acoustically porous linen fabric
supplied in a colour of your choice from our range. They will change the way normal sound absorbing acoustic treatment looks and
performs for the better. Thanks to the fantastic shape of these acoustic panels the surface area is increased by in excess of 50%
without taking any more space on a wall. This means they will be more efficient at absorbing more of those disruptive sound waves
affecting your listening enjoyment and are suitable for studios, offices, reception areas, schools along with a wide range of other
potential installations.
This exciting range of acoustic treatment will change the way sound absorption looks and performs. The sound absorbing panels
are available in three sizes. 12” (305mm) wide by 6” (158mm) thick but also available 2ft (610mm), 3ft (915mm) and 4ft (1220mm).
The unique shape of the panels also mean they can absorb much lower frequencies than more conventional flat acoustic panels
making them even more efficient. Mid range frequencies are stronger and longer than higher frequencies so usually means it takes
greater thicknesses of foam to absorb these mid range frequencies and stop them from reflecting back into the room. The variable
thickness of an Echo-Stik panel means that a greater range of frequencies are efficiently absorbed and restricted from influencing
the direct sound emitting from loudspeakers in studios.
Echo-Stik sound absorbing panels can be fitted as single panels spaced or installed in clusters on walls and ceilings. We can also
supply the hardwood links to fix two or three panels together. As well as being installed along walls they can also be fitted into
corners. All of these panels are hand crafted and have been fully tested to ensure they give maximum sound absorbing
performance. The panels are durable and hardwearing but at the same time soft to the touch with the feel you would come to
expect from our acoustic treatment solutions. The acoustic treatment conforms to the fire furnishings regulations as do all of our
products so you can be sure of the utmost safety for your home and workplace.
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